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Abstract—Data are generated by Internet of Things (IoT) devices and centralized at a cloud server, that can later be tradedwith third

parties, i.e., data marketing, to enable various data-intensive applications. However, the centralized approach is recently under debate

due to the lack of (1) transparent and distributedmarketplacemanagement, and (2) marketing fairness for both IoTusers (data sellers)

and third parties (data buyers). In this paper, we propose a Blockchain-Cloud Transparent Data Marketing (Block-DM) with consortium

management and executable fairness. First, we introduce a hybrid data-marketing architecture, where the cloud acts as an efficient data

management unit and a consortium blockchain serves as a transparent marketing controller. Under the architecture, consent-based

secure data trading and identity privacy for data owners are achieved with the distributed credential issuance and threshold credential

openings. Second, with a consortium committee, we design a fair on/off-chain data marketing protocol. By financial incentives and

succinct ‘commitments’ of marketing operations, the protocol can achieve themarketing fairness and effective detection of unfair

marketing operations.We demonstrate the security ofBlock-DMwith thorough analysis. We conduct extensive experimentswith a

consortium blockchain network on Hyperledger Fabric to show the feasibility and practicality ofBlock-DM.

Index Terms—Data marketing, blockchain, cloud computing, privacy, fairness
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE prevalence of the Internet of Things (IoT) has made
the generation and collection of IoT data at an unprece-

dent rate. Such wealth of user data is of great trading value
between data owners for pursuing economic benefits and
third parties for developing data-intensive applications [1],
[2]. However, it is cost-ineffective for data owners to manage
the data trading locally due to the ever-increasing volume of
the IoT data and the high demand for data transmission rate.
Therefore, it is a promising solution for data owners to store
and trade the IoT data at a powerful data center, i.e., cloud
server [3]. By doing so, the data owners can enjoy the data
services in a flexible and economicmanner [4], [5], [6], [7].

There are essential requirements on realizing the full
potential of the cloud-based data marketing: effective man-
agement and executable fairness. First, data marketing opera-
tions over the cloud should be effectively managed such that
data confidentiality [8] and user identity privacy [9] should be
preserved. More specifically, privacy regulations (e.g., Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [10]) require the data

marketing to be transparent and reliable, where users should
have rights to obtain information and control over their IoT
data [11], [12]. Second, the marketing fairness guarantees (1)
IoT users are paid well for selling their data over the cloud,
and (2) third parties pay only if they receive the right data
[13]. To this end, the cloud server is a centralized platform
where users must rely on its trustworthiness to guarantee the
data marketing transparency and reliability [1], [14], and the
marketing fairness [15].

Blockchain [16] is a distributed ledger that is maintained
by a peer-to-peer network with immutable on-chain storage
and verifiable state updates, which can be utilized as a
transparent and reliable ‘controller’ of the data trading [17],
[18], [19], [20] or data processing [21], [22], [23]. With the
smart contract technique [24], data owners, third parties,
and the cloud servers can negotiate a trustworthy data
usage agreement, that enforces consent-based access control
over the IoT data [25] and records critical data sharing
instances as provenance evidence [26] to manage the mar-
keting fairness [27], [28]. At the same time, the blockchain-
based data-marketing solution increases the consumer con-
fidence by building a more trustworthy cloud ecosystem.
However, there are still unresolved challenges on building
the blockchain-based data marketing.

Many existing works adopt an on-chain marketing model
[29], [30], [31], where all the data are stored or shared via the
blockchain. This model can find some practical applications
if the data volume is small, such as sharing of a secret value
[29]. To reduce the on-chain storage and updating cost, an
on/off-chain marketing model is investigated, where an off-
chain cloud server stores the large-size data, the blockchain
manages the data access control [5], [32], [33], [34], [35], and a
single entity is utilized to manage IoT users’ identities. At the
same time, the marketing fairness issue in the on/off-chain
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model with rational data-marketing entities (data owner,
data buyer, and cloud server) needs more research attention.
Compared with the on-chain marketing model where com-
munications among marketing entities are conducted via a
public channel, the fairness issue becomes more challenging
due to the use of an off-chain cloud storage.

In this paper, we propose a Blockchain-Cloud Transpar-
ent Data Marketing (Block-DM) to tackle the mentioned
challenges. First, we introduce a set of supervising nodes to
form an efficient consortium blockchain as a transparent
and reliable “controller” for the cloud-based data market-
ing. Second, we utilize the supervising nodes to manage
anonymous credentials for data owners with distributed
credential issuance and threshold openings. Third, we care-
fully design the on/off-chain communications for the data
owner, the third party, and the cloud server with financial
incentives and succinct ‘commitments’ of honest behavior.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

� Consortium Management: We design a transparent
and reliable data marketing architecture with the
integration of the cloud server and the consortium
blockchain, where the former acts as an efficient data
storage unit and the latter serves as a transparent
controller. Block-DM achieves right-to-be-informed,
right-to-control, and conditional identity privacy for
IoT users in the data trading over the cloud with a
distributed committee.

� Executable Fairness: We design a fair on/off-chain
data marketing protocol. With financial incentives
and succinct commitments of correct marketing
behavior, marketing entities are motivated to behave
correctly, where honest users are well-paid and hon-
est third parties get the right data.

� Thorough Evaluation:We formulate and achieve consor-
tium management and executable fairness with detailed
security analysis. We build a real-world consortium
blockchain based on Hyperledger Fabric and conduct
extensive experiments on multiple datasets to show
that Block-DM achieves a feasible implementation cost
and practical efficiency.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
investigate related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we for-
mulate system model and security model of Block-DM, and
present security goals and design goals. Preliminaries and
detailed constructions of Block-DM are presented in Sec-
tions 4 and 5, respectively. We demonstrate security proper-
ties in Section 6 and performance efficiency of Block-DM in
Section 7. In Section 8, we conclude this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In terms of the system model of the data marketing, existing
works can be roughly classified into two types: on-chain
marketing and on/off-chain marketing.

In the on-chain model, the data are stored or shared
directly via the blockchain [29], [31]. In this paradigm, the
data are usually encrypted before being outsourced onto the
blockchain. To achieve secure sharing of the data, the data
owner not only defines access policies on the smart contract,
but also manages the decryption of the data. Specifically, a

data sharing framework is proposed in [31], where a ser-
vice provider helps customers to manage the encrypted
data and decryption key on the blockchain. In Calypso
[29], a data owner can write an encrypted secret onto the
blockchain for sharing, where the decryption management
is delegated to a key-management committee. Gunasinghe
et al. [30] utilize the blockchain to build a digital identity
exchange framework among financial institutions. Specifi-
cally, a financial institution must obtain a user’s consent
for sharing the user’s identity. The zero-knowledge suc-
cinct non-interactive argument of knowledge (zk-snark)
technique [36] is used to prove the user’s ownership of the
identity asset on the blockchain, which often requires a
trusted setup of the public parameters. The on-chain mar-
keting model is suitable for sharing small data, such as a
secret [29] or a digital identity asset [30]. For the large-size
data, the on-chain model can incur expensive storage and
computing costs for blockchain nodes.

In the on/off-chain model, an external (cloud) server is
introduced for data marketing services [6]. Considering the
GDPR requirements for the cloud-based data services [11],
the blockchain can serve as a log system to manage general
data operations on the cloud [5], [27], [37]. Such solutions
usually require that the cloud server correctly record data
operations onto the blockchain. For the data marketing
operations, attribute-based encryption (ABE) technique can
be utilized to achieve one-to-many data sharing in vehicular
networks [34]. Specifically, the data owner outsources the
encrypted data to the cloud server and uses the blockchain
as a broadcast channel to publish access policies based on
ABE, which makes the data access control transparent on
the blockchain. The pioneering effort to build a blockchain-
based data management with an on/off-chain model and
GDPR-compliance is explored in [32]. The blockchain
mainly serves as an access manager and log system of data
operations, which requires a resource server (RS) to cor-
rectly manage the off-chain storage [32]. PrivySharing is a
blockchain-based asset sharing scheme for smart cities [25].
It utilizes the membership service provider (MSP) in Hyper-
ledger Fabric [16] to manage user identities and the chan-
nel-based data storage model to manage user data.

In terms of the GDPR requirements, most existing
works enable consent-based data marketing: the data own-
ers are informed of data requests (R2I) on the blockchain
and can choose if the access is granted to the data
requestor (R2C). Some existing works delegate the control
capability of the data owner to an external committee [29]
or an access structure on the contract [34]. For the identity
privacy of the data owner, it is often required to have a
certificate authority to provide certificate-based pseudo-
nymity for IoT users. At the same time, a cloud server is
required to correctly provide the storage management,
where more research attention should be directed on
addressing fairness issues in the on/off-chain model. In
Table 1, compared with the existing works, Block-DM
achieves the GDPR compliance (right to be informed, right to
control, and strong identity privacy) with a distributed con-
sortium. Under a practical but complex on/off-chainmarket-
ing model, Block-DM addresses the fairness challenges with
the consideration of on/off-chain communications and vari-
ous behaviors of marketing entities.
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3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 System Model

In Block-DM, there are four entities in the data marketing
framework: Supervising Authority (SA), Data Subject ðDSÞ,
Data Controller ðDCÞ, and Third Party ðTP Þ.

� SA comprises of a set of independent supervising
nodes, such as regulatory authorities. SA is responsi-
ble for setting up the public parameters, maintaining
a consortium blockchain architecture of the Block-
DM, and assigning anonymous credential forDS.

� DS refers to users of IoT systems [38], e.g., an admin-
istrator of many IoT devices.DS can have more com-
puting, storage, and communication resources than
resource-constraint IoT devices but much less resour-
ces than a powerful cloud server. DS generates a
large amount of data that are of great interest to TP
for application developments. Instead of managing
the data locally, DS relies on DC for data manage-
ment andmarketing services.

� TP is a third-party entity that is interested in the IoT
data of DS. For example, TP can be a technology
company that provides smart home solutions. By
collecting runtime data from different IoT devices,
TP can obtain design insights that may lead to future
product developments.

� DC manages the data marketing between DS and
TP . Block-DM breaks the role of DC into two parts:
Cloud Server (CS) and BlockChain (BC). (1) CS is a
storage and computing entity that provides data
storage, transmission, and marketing services for DS
and TP ; (2) BC is a consortium ledger maintained by
SA. SA enforces DS-consent-based data marketing
over IoT data on a smart contract and records opera-
tions ofDS=CS=TP in the marketing process.

In Fig. 1, Block-DM consists of 5 phases. (1) System Setup:
SA initializes a consortium blockchain network with smart
contracts for data marketing. SA also sets system public
parameters for issuing DS credentials and conducting data
marketing; (2) DS Registration: DS registers him/herself at
SA to obtain an anonymous credential. Note that the creden-
tial is issued by a set of supervising nodes collaboratively
and is used for conducting data marketing; (3) Data Listing:
DS constructs a data item including encrypted data, data
description, data digest, and a set of data commitments. DS

stores the data item on CS and uploads commitments of the
data item onto the smart contract. CS verifies the correctness
of the commitments and confirms the data item on the smart
contract if the verifications pass; (4) Data Trading: TP
retrieves the data item of interests from CS and correspond-
ing commitments from BC. If the commitments match the
data item, TP sends a data request to BC with its deposit. If
DS approves the data request, DS sends a confirmation to
the smart contract with a new proof. After that, TP retrieves
the confirmation message, verifies the correctness of the
retrieved data, and pays the fee toDS andCS if the retrieved
data is correct; (5) Tracing. SA reveals the true identity ofDS
for the datamarketing if necessary.

3.2 Security Model and Goals

CS is a multi-sector commercialized organization. Due to the
profit consideration or lack of public transparency, CS may
not always correctly conduct a data-marketing instance [11].
BC is a secure and distributed infrastructure, that provides
immutable storage and automatic contract executions. TP is
a rational party and would like to pay for the data marketing
service if the correctness of the data item is guaranteed. DS
is a rational IoT user that would like to trade the IoT data if
marketing requirements and fair payments are achieved
[13], [39]. SA consists of a set of secure supervising nodes.

In Block-DM, the following marketing requirements of
DS should be achieved:

� Right to be informed: DS should be aware of: (1)
data item (of the DS) to be traded; (2) receipt (TP) of
the data item; (2) means of usage of the data item.

TABLE 1
Summary of Blockchain-Based Data Marketing

SystemModel R2I R2C Identity Privacy for Users Identity Manager Fairness

[31] On-chain ✓ Delegated Pseudonym PKI N/A
[29] On-chain ✓ Delegated Anonymity Self-sovereign Identity ✓

[30] On-chain ✓ ✓ Pseudonym CA N/A
[25] Hyperledger Fabric ✓ ✓ N/A MSP N/A
[34] On/off-chain ✓ Delegated Pseudonym CA N/A
[32] On/off-chain ✓ ✓ Certificate CA N/A

Block-DM On/off-chain ✓ ✓ Conditional anonymity: Consortium Committee ✓

distributed issuance& threshold opening

* “on-chain” means digital assets for sharing are fully stored on the blockchain; “on/off-chain” means an external storage unit is used for storing digital assets;
“R2I”, right to be informed; “R2C”, right to control; N/A, not applicable; CA, certificate authority; PKI, public key infrastructure; MSP, membership service
provider.

Fig. 1. Block-DM model.
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� Right to agree/reject: DS should have control of
their data [1]. More superficially, DS should be able
to agree or reject the sharing of the data over CS.

� Identity privacy: DS’s real identity should be con-
cealed in the data listing and trading. At the same
time, identity privacy of DS can be removed if any
commitment generated byDS is found incorrect.

Under the system and security models, Block-DM should
achieve the following security goals:

� Consortium Management: (1) Right to be informed
and right to agree/reject ofDS should be achieved in
a transparent and secure manner; (2) Identity privacy
of DS should be preserved in a distributed manner
for the datamarketing process over the cloud.

� Executable Fairness: (1) DS only reveals the data to
TP if DS receives fair payment; (2) TP only pays DS
if TP receives the correct data. More specifically,
“correct data” means that TP receives the same
encrypted data as DS commits on BC; (3) Identity
privacy ofDS can be revealed by SAwhen necessary.

Block-DM aims at ensuring the above security goals for the
data marketing process in Fig. 1 by designing a hybrid con-
troller architecture withCS andBC. That is, we utilize a con-
sortium blockchain network to control data marketing over
the cloud and provide evidential records (commitments) for
marketing operations for resolving later disputes. However,
other data-marketing operations are not considered in Block-
DM, such as arbitrary re-shares or usage of data after TP fin-
ishes a marketing instance. Moreover, we consider rational
participants, who are motivated to behave correctly in the
marketing process with financial incentives. Moreover, other
attacks beyond the marketing process, such as intentional
lock of funds, are not considered in this paper.

For identity privacy, we take the notion of anonymity
from group signatures. That is, without the help of SA, there
is no efficient adversary that can determine a true identity of
DS (the identity information when DS registers itself at SA)
from valid anonymous signatures generated by DS. Cross-
layer linking attack or other side-channel leakages on DS
identity are not considered in this paper, which is of inde-
pendent research interests.

3.3 Design Goals

Block-DM should achieve the following design goals:

� Security: Security goals ofBlock-DM should be guaran-
teed, including consortium management and execut-
able fairness.

� Efficiency: The additional overhead of the block-
chain-based controller should be efficient. That is,
on-chain computational and storage cost should be
feasible compared with the traditional cloud-based
data marketing.

� Implementation: Block-DM should be implemented
and tested in a real-world consortium blockchain
platform for comprehensive benchmarks.

4 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present building blocks of Block-DM.
Notations are shown in Table 3.

4.1 Cryptographic Notations

G ¼ ðG1;G2;GT Þ is a set of multiplicative groups over ellip-
tic curves. G is equipped with a prime order p and an asym-
metric bilinear pairing e : G1 � G2 ! GT . Zp is a ring of
integers with order p. � is a security parameter and is
often used implicitly. H : f0; 1g� ! Zp, H0 : f0; 1g� ! Zp�
G1, H1 : f0; 1g� ! Gn

1 , and H2 : G1 ! f0; 1g256 are collision-
resist hash functions, which can be modeled as random
oracles. g 2 G1 and ~g 2 G2 are two random generators. We
use~ to indicate an element is chosen fromG2.

4.2 ElGamal Encryption

ElGamal encryption [40] is a public-key encryption scheme
that consists of three algorithms:

� KeyGenðGÞ ! ðsk; pkÞ. Choose a random number
sk 2 Zp and compute pk ¼ gsk.

� Encðm; pkÞ ! c. Take m 2 Zp as input. Choose a
random number r 2 Zp and compute c ¼ ðc1; c2Þ ¼
ðgr; pkrgmÞ.

� Decðc; skÞ ! gm. Compute c2=c
sk
1 ¼ gm.

ElGamal encryption is secure in a group. Block-DM uti-
lizes the ElGamal encryption to encrypt the secret shares of
DS-chosen asymmetric identity key and symmetric keys for
file encryptions.

4.3 Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP)

In ZKP [41], a prover can convince a verifier that the prover
holds a secret satisfying a public relation without exposing
the secret. ZKP hasmany important applications, such as dig-
ital signature and anonymous credentials [42]. In Block-DM,
we consider the algebraic relations in the elliptic curve groups
with the secrets only in the single discrete logarithm. For
example, a siimple ZKP can bewritten as follows [43], [44]

TABLE 3
Notations

G Multiplicative groups
Zp A ring of integers of a prime order p
� Security parameter
H A hash function: f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g512
H 0 A hash function: f0; 1g� ! Zp

H0 A hash function: Zp ! Zp � G1

H1 A hash function: f0; 1g� ! Gn
1

H2 A hash function: G1 ! f0; 1g256
H3 A hash function: f0; 1g� ! G1

g; ~g Generators g 2 G1 and ~g 2 G2

TABLE 2
Abbreviations

IoT Internet of Things
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
SA Supervising Authority
DC Data Controller
TP Third Party
CS Cloud Server
BC Blockchain
ZKP Zero-knowledge Proof
PS Pointcheval-Sanders
PVSS Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing
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p ¼ ZKPfðsÞ : y ¼ gsg; (1)

where s 2 Zp is a secret, y; g 2 G2
1 are public parameters, and

p is the generated proof. A non-interactive protocol for the
above relation consists of two algorithms:

� Prove. The prover chooses a random number r 2 Zp

for the secret s and computes Y ¼ gr, c ¼ H 0ðy; Y Þ,
ck ¼ r� c� s. The prover sends y; Y and ck to the
verifier.

� Verify. The verifier computes c ¼ H 0ðyjjY Þ and
checks ycgck ¼? Y .

For different relations (linear combinations or quadratic
polynomials) with multiple secrets on the exponents of the
generators, similar constructions can be realized by choos-
ing different images (random numbers) for different secrets.
ZKP is complete for honest verifiers; ZKP is sound that dis-
honest provers cannot forge a valid proof efficiently.

4.4 PS Signature

PS (Pointcheval-Sanders) signature [42] is a short signature
scheme with a randomized verification mechanism. This
property makes it suitable for constructing anonymous cre-
dentials, where proof of knowledge of signatures is required.
In Block-DM, we adopt the multi-signer variation [45] of the
original PS signature, denoted as MPS signature. Given the
public parameters, the multi-signer scheme consists of the
following algorithms:

� MPS:KeyGenðG; g; ~gÞ ! ðfski;fpkigi2½n�; evkÞ
The algorithm takes into the public parameters pp

and generates private/public key pairs for n signers.
For the signer indexed by i 2 ½n�, generate the private
key ski ¼ ðxi; yi;1; yi;2Þ 2 Z3

p, and compute the pub-

lic key fpki ¼ ð ~Xi; ~Yi;1; ~Yi;2Þ ¼ ð~gxi ; ~gyi;1 ; ~gyi;2Þ. Compute

R ¼ H1ðfpk1;fpk2; . . . ;fpknÞ ¼ ðr1; r2; . . . ; rnÞ 2 Zn
p and

the aggregated verification key evk are as follows:

evk ¼ ð ~XA; ~YA;1; ~YA;2Þ ¼
Y

n

i¼1

~X
ri
i ;
Y

n

i¼1

~Y
ri
i;1;
Y

n

i¼1

~Y
ri
i;2

 !

: (2)

� MPS:Signðpp; ski;mÞ ! pi

The algorithm takes into amessagem 2 Zp and out-
puts a signature pi. Compute H0ðmÞ ! ðm0; hÞ and
pi ¼ ðm0; h;pi;2Þ, where pi;2 ¼ hxiþyi;1mþyi;2m

0
. Note

that, two messages are taken as inputs, which is
slightly different from the originalMPS signature.

� MPS:Aggregateðfpigi2½n�; RÞ ! pA

The algorithm first takes into the signatures of the
message from n signers and checks that fpigi2½n� are
signatures on the same message. R can be computed
similarly to theKeyGen algorithm.Then, the algorithm

computes pA;2 ¼
Qn

i p
ri
i;2 ¼ h

Pn

i
xiriþm

Pn

i
yi;1riþm0Pn

i
yi;2ri .

The algorithm outputs an aggregated signature of the
messagem as

pA ¼ ðm0; h;pA;2Þ: (3)

� MPS:VerifyðpA;m; evkÞ ! f0; 1g
The algorithm parses the pA as ðm0; h;pA;2Þ. Com-

puteH0ðmÞ ! ðm0; hÞ and check consistency with pA.

Check h 6¼ 1G1
and the following equation

eðh; ~XA
~Y m
A;1

~Y m0
A;2Þ ¼? eðpA;2; ~gÞ: (4)

The MPS signature scheme can be utilized to generate
anonymous credentials for DS. The supervising nodes act
as the singers and collaboratively sign the blinded secret id
of the DS. Later, the DS can aggregate the signatures as the
anonymous credential. DS can prove validity of the creden-
tial by proving the knowledge of signature following the
ZKP technique. Specifically, the prover demonstrates the
knowledge of m;m0 in Eq. (4), which is a ZKP protocol over
elliptic groups.

4.5 Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing (PVSS)

A ðt; nÞ PVSS [46], [47] scheme enables a dealer holding a
secret s to share the secret with n participants ðP1; P2; . . . ; PnÞ,
where t-out-of-n participants can later combine the shares
and recover the secret. To prevent a dishonest dealer to cheat
on generating shares, PVSS scheme should support commit-
ments of the shares and public verifiability of the committed
values. Specifically, PVSS scheme consists of the following
algorithms:

� PVSS:SetupðG; ~g1Þ ! ðfpski;gppkigi2½n�Þ
Each participant Pi chooses a random number

pski 2 Zp as the private key and outputs a public key
gppki ¼ ~g

pski
1 . Note that, ðpski;gppkiÞ is a private/public

key pair of ElGamal encryption.
� PVSS:Shareðs; fgppkigi2½n�; g; ~g1; ~g2Þ ! ðfEi;ppig; Hs; fAjgÞ

The dealer picks random numbers ða1; . . . ; at�1Þ 2
Zt�1
p and sets a0 ¼ s, where s is the secret to share. The

dealer constructs a polynomial P ðxÞ ¼Pt�1
j¼0 ajx

j. For
each aj; j 2 ½1; t� 1�, the dealer computes and pub-
lishes Aj ¼ gaj . The dealer computes Hs ¼ gs. For
each participant, the dealer chooses a random num-
ber ri 2 Zp and computes

Ei;1 ¼ ~g
ri
1 ; Ei;2 ¼ gppk

ri
i ~g

P ðiÞ
2 ; Fi ¼ ðEi;1; Ei;2Þ;

ppi ¼ ZKPfðriÞ : Ei;1 ¼ ~g
ri
1 ^

eðg; Ei;2=gppk
ri
i Þ ¼ eðHs

Y

t�1

j¼1

Aij

j ; ~g2Þg: (5Þ

The dealer broadcasts ðfEi;1; Ei;2;ppig; Hs; fAjgÞ to
all participants.

� PVSS:Verifyðppi ; Ei;1; Ei;2Þ ! f0; 1g
Each participant Pi checks that the correctness of

the proof pPi using the ZKP technique.
� PVSS:Recoverðfpski; Figi2½t�Þ ! ~gs2

Denote a set of t participants as SOt. Each partici-
pant Pi in SOt with the secret key pski computes

pFi ¼ ZKPfðpskiÞ : E0
i ¼ Ei;2=E

pski
i;1 ^ gppki ¼ ~g

pski
1 g: (6)

An opener collects t copies of fE0
i;pFig. If all pFi are

correct, the opener computes the follows with t col-
lectedE0

i

Y

Pi2SOt

ðE0
iÞ�i ¼ ~gs2; �i ¼

Y

Pj2SOt;j6¼i

j=ðj� iÞ: (7)
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PVSS scheme finally reconstructs the secret s over
the generator ~g2. This property is later utilized to
construct the opening material for the anonymous
credential fromMPS signature.

4.6 Smart Contract

Smart contract [24] in a consortium blockchain stores codes
on the blockchain storage and specifies the terms and
actions for involved parties. (1) Involved parties can be
blockchain nodes in the consortium. (2) Terms refer to the
states and conditions encoded in the script language of the
smart contract, e.g., Chaincode in Hyperledger Fabric. (3)
Actions include read/write blockchain storage and transfer
digital assets between blockchain nodes.

The involved parties can interact with the smart contract
by sending transactions to the contract address. A con-
firmed transaction by the blockchain network changes the
state of the contract. Benefiting from the transparency and
transaction robustness of the blockchain network, the state
change of the smart contract is trustworthy and publicly
verifiable, which makes it suitable to enforce consortium
management and executable fairness.

5 BLOCKCHAIN-CLOUD TRANSPARENT DATA

MARKETING

5.1 Overview

For the consortiummanagement of user identities, we enable
the multi-signer aggregation form [45] of the PS signature
[42] for credential generation. Moreover, publicly verifiable
secret sharing (PVSS) scheme [47] is integrated to securely
share the opening token to the committee members [45].
Moreover, Block-DM also enablesDS to efficiently prove that
a confirmation message is sent from the same user that cre-
ates the data item. For the executable fairness, we introduce
the cloud server as an off-chain storage in Block-DM. Com-
pared with a trading protocol [13] without CS, off-chain
communications withCS in Block-DM are not publicly verifi-
able, which brings design challenges for the trading fairness.
As a result, we let DS generate succinct commitments and
efficient proofs for data items to be stored on-chain, that are
only valid after a confirmation by CS in the data listing.
Based on that, we design an on/off-chain trading protocol
with financial incentives and effective verifications of mar-
keting behavior. With a careful design of message flows in
the trading, clear responsibility of marketing players can be
determined in case of marketing disputes.

Block-DM consists of five phases: System Setup, DS Reg-
istration, Data Listing, Data Trading, and Tracing. In System
Setup, SA initializes public system parameters. In Registra-
tion, DS obtains an anonymous credential from SA. Specifi-
cally, DS chooses a secret key and shares it with SA using
PVSS. SA verifies the correctness of the shares, blindly signs
the secret key, and sends the signatures to DS. DS aggre-
gates the received signatures to obtain an anonymous cre-
dential using MPS:Aggregate. In Data Listing, DS processes
data items, stores the encrypted data items on the CS, and
lists the data descriptions on the blockchain. In Data Trad-
ing, DS, CS and TP conduct the data sharing via a data-
marketing smart contract. In Tracing, the identity privacy of

misbehaving DS is removed by SA. For illustrative simplic-
ity, Block-DMmakes the following assumptions:

� Secure and authenticated off-chain (synchronous
boradcast) channels are set up between SA, CS, and
TP . While secure and authenticated off-chain (syn-
chronous broadcast) channels are set up betweenDS
and SA, anonymous and secure communication
channels are set up betweenDS and CS.

� A secure consortium blockchain network is set up and
maintained by SA. Each supervising node, CS, and
TP are assigned with a consortium blockchain mem-
bership by SA. That is, communications between
CS;TP andBC are secure and authenticated.

� Block-DM abstracts a blockchain with the following
functionalities: (1) It can receive and verify transac-
tions from (anonymous) nodes under pre-defined
conditions; (2) It provides global and reliable time
stamps for transactions; (3) It has a marketing con-
tract that can freeze/unfreeze funds or transfer
funds when certain conditions are met, such as time-
lock conditions; (4) It has an immutable storage that
can check uniqueness of various on-chain identifiers,
such as file, session, public key, and user identity.

5.2 System Setup

A set of n supervising nodes SA ¼ ðS1; S2; . . . ; SnÞ agree on
system public parameters

pp ¼ ð�;G; e; p; g; ~gÞ: (8)

G is an elliptic group with an asymmetric paring e and a
prime order p. g and ~g are chosen securely and uniformly. SA
generates public keys of each supervising node as follows:

MPS:KeyGenðG; g; ~gÞ ! ðfski;fpkigi2½n�; evkÞ;
evk ¼ ð ~XA; ~YA;1; ~YA;2Þ;
PVSS:SetupðG; ~gÞ ! fpski; gppkigi2½n�: (9Þ

SA also generates and publishes a public key pks for a
threshold (� t) ElGamal encryption using a distributed key
generation protocol [48]. Note that, each individual super-
vising node must additionally prove possession of its
secret key forMPS:KeyGen, PVSS:Setup and the distributed
encryption key with a ZKP, which is verified by all supervis-
ing nodes. Finally, each Si obtains ðski; pskiÞ and publishes
fpki and gppki.

5.3 Registration

TP registers her/himself at SA with a public key pkt for a
digital signature scheme, e.g., ECDSA, and a blockchain
membership memt. CS is authenticated by SA with a public
key pkc and a consortium blockchain membershipmemc. As
shown in Fig. 2, DS registers her/himself at SA with a
unique identity ids as follows:

(1) Credential Request:
DS randomly chooses a secret key sks 2 Zp and computes

H0ðidsÞ ¼ ðm0; hÞ;
PVSS:Shareðsks; f ~ppkigi2½n�; h; ~g; ~YA;1Þ; (9Þ
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where ~g; ~YA;1 are generators from public parameters and
aggregated verification keys of MPS setup phase. Note
that, PVSS:Share is used to share the ~Y sks

A;1 over supervising
nodes, for user tracing. Particularly, DS computes a
polynomial P ðxÞ with coefficient commitments fAjg and
Hs ¼ hsks . For each supervising node Si, DS chooses a
random number ri 2 Zp and computes shares on ~Y sks

A;1 as
follows:

Fi ¼ ðEi;1; Ei;2Þ ¼ ð~gri ;gppkrii ~Y
P ðiÞ
A;1 Þ; (11)

where a proof ppi is also generated.DS broadcasts fAjgj2t�1;
Hs; ids and fFi;ppigi2½1;n� to all Si. Note that, gsk ¼ gsks and a
ZKP of sks inHs and gsk are also generated and broadcasted
to all Si, which is used for the security proof [45].

(2) Credential Generation:
Upon receiving ðfAjg; Hs; ids; fFi;ppigÞ, Si first checks if

ids has existed. If not, Si conducts

ðm0; hÞ ¼ H0ðidsÞ;
PVSS:Verifyðppi ; Ei;1; Ei;2Þ: (12Þ

Note that the PVSS:Verify uses h; ~g; ~YA;1; fAjg, and gppki as
generators. If the verification fails, Si stops the credential
issuance process. Otherwise, Si computes

pi;2 ¼ hxiþyi;2m
0
H

yi;1
s ; (13)

to obtain a blind signature pi;2 on Hs, where ðxi; yi;1; yi;2Þ are
secret keys of Si. Si sends pi ¼ ðm0; h;pi;2Þ toDS via a secure
channel.

(3) Credential Verification:
Upon receiving all pi from SA,DS computes

R ¼ H1ðfpk1;fpk2; . . . ;fpknÞ ¼ ðr1; r2; . . . ; rnÞ;
MPS:Aggregateðfpigi2½n�; RÞ ! pA ¼ ðm0; h;pA;2Þ; (14Þ

where fpki is the public key of Si. Then, DS verifies the
correctness of pA with MPS:VerifyðpA; sks; evkÞ, where evk
is the aggregated verification key. Note that, here
H0ðidsÞ ! ðm0; hÞ, which is slightly different compared
with MPS:Verify. If the verification passes, DS stores the
anonymous credential pA at the local storage. Otherwise,DS
reports to SA that some signature is not correctly computed.
SA can verify each individual signature to determine the
misbehaving one.

5.4 Data Listing

In the following, we present the details of the data listing
protocol as shown in Fig. 3.

(1) Data Item Generation:
DS chooses a file,File, for the datamarketing,with a glob-

ally unique identifier idf and a description DF of keywords,
price, and so on. DS chooses a key Ks 2 Zp and encrypts
the file as AESðFileÞH2ðgKs Þ, e.g., using AES-256 encryption
under the key H2ðgKsÞ. DS chooses a random number rf 2

Zp and encrypts Ks under the distributed public encryption
key pks of SA as

Ef ¼ ðEf;1; Ef;2Þ ¼ ðgrf ; pkrfs gKsÞ: (15)

DS chooses another public/private key pair ðpkf ; skfÞ of the
ElGamal encryption for the file and sets a payment address
addrf . Note that, pkf is for TP to encrypt a usage description
of the file idf . DS can have multiple payment addresses on
the blockchain and the proof of possession of the secret key
skf can be required in certain cases.DS computes

pf ¼ ZKPfðrf ;KsÞ : Ef;1 ^Ef;2g;
Hf ¼ Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ: (16Þ

pf is the ZKP to demonstrate the correct encryption of Ks

[49] and Hf is the authentication code of the data item. DS
chooses a linkage secret rl and computes a linkage token
Tl ¼ H3ðidfÞrl .DS setsmf as follows:

mf ¼ ðidf ;Hf; Ef ;pf ; pkf ; addrf ; TlÞ: (17)

With his/her anonymous credential pA ¼ ðm0; h;pA;2Þ, DS
chooses a random number r 2 Zp to generate an anonymous
signature onmf as follows:

ðp0
1;p

0
2Þ ¼ ðhr;pr

A;2Þ;
pfs ¼ ZKPfðsks;m0; rlÞ : Tl ¼ H3ðidfÞrl^
eðp0

1;
~XAÞeðp0

1;
~YA;1Þskseðp0

1;
~YA;2Þm

0 ¼ eðp0
2; ~gÞg: (18Þ

This is essentially a ZKP protocol for secrets sks;m
0 and rl,

andmf should be included into the generation of a challenge
c of the ZKP.DS sendsmf and pfs to the marketing contract.
The contract verifies the uniqueness of idf and the correct-
ness of pf ;pfs. The contract storesmf if all checks pass.

(2) Data Item Confirmation:
After mf is accepted in the marketing contract, DS con-

structs mc ¼ ðidf ; AESðFileÞ; DF Þ and a proof of knowledge
of rl in Tl formc [50], denoted as pc.DS sends ðmc;pcÞ to CS.

Upon receiving ðmc;pcÞ from DS, CS retrieves mf from
BC. CS checks that mf , mc have the same idf and tL ¼
H3ðidfÞrl , and pc is correct. CS aborts the message if they are
not consistent. Otherwise,CS checks the following equation

Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ ¼? Hf (19)

If the check passes, CS sends a confirmation to the market-
ing contract for the data item idf . After the confirmation,

Fig. 3. Overview of data listing.
Fig. 2. Overview of registration.

Fig. 4. Overview of data trading.
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the data item idf is valid for the data trading. If
Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ 6¼ Hf , CS sends mc and pc to SA. SA
checks the consistency betweenmf andmc. If the consistency
check passes, pc is valid, but Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ 6¼ Hf ,
SA revealsDS identity from pfs and the data item idf will be
marked invalid. Hf 2 mf is stored on the blockchain with
the unique identifier idf . Note that, CS is motivated to con-
firm valid data items since it can get payments from later
data trading. Moreover, the linkage secret rl should be kept
secret byDS.

5.5 Data Trading

TP interacts with CS and BC for data trading over the con-
firmed data items as shown in Fig. 4:

(1) Data Request:
TP browses the storage of CS to look for files of interests

by obtaining file descriptions DF . Suppose that TP is inter-
ested in Filewith id idf , TP downloads ðidf ; AESðFileÞ; DF Þ
fromCS andmf with the same idf fromBC to check

Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ ¼? Hf (20)

If the check passes, TP sends a file request to the marketing
contract as follows:

ðsid; idf ; idt; pkt; EncðDp; pkfÞ; CtÞ; (21)

where sid is a unique session id, idt is the ID of TP , pkt is
the public encryption key of TP , Dp is the data usage
description, and EncðDp; pkfÞ is the ElGamal encryption
under the public key pkf of the file idf . Ct is the pre-
deposit at the contract for the payment of the file. The con-
tract will check the validity of the message using the mem-
bership memt of TP where pkt and idt are certified by
memt. We require that TP has proven the possession of the
secret key for pkt.

If the above check fails, TP sends the message received
from CS to SA. Note that the communications between CS
and TP are authenticated and secure. If SA determines the
check fails (i.e.,Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ 6¼ Hf ) whereHf 2 mf

is stored on the blockchain, SA concludes thatCS did not cor-
rectly confirm the data item idf and marks the data item as
invalid on the marketing contract. Moreover, if TP keeps
requiring encrypted files fromCS but does not make requests
onBC,CS can refuse to provide further services to TP .

(2)DS Confirmation:
Upon seeing the request on BC by the file id idf , DS

decrypts EncðDp; pkfÞ using skf . If either the decryption
fails or DS disapproves the data usage in Dp, DS aborts. If
DS approves the data usage, DS extracts the linkage secret
rl from its storage and computes

gc ¼ H3ðsidjjidf jjidtÞ; T 0
l ¼ grlc ;

Eft ¼ ðE0
1; E

0
2Þ ¼ ðgr0f ; pkr

0
f
t gKsÞ; (22Þ

where r0f is a random number from Zp and Eft is an encryp-
tion of the keyKs under the TP ’s public key pkt.

DS constructs a confirmation message mcon ¼ ðsid; idf ;
idt; Eft; g

rl
c Þ and generates a proof pft as follows:

ZKPfðrf ; r0f ;Ks; rlÞ : E1 ¼ grf ^E0
1 ¼ g

r0
f^

E2 ¼ pk
rf
s gKs ^E0

2¼pk
r0
f
t gKs^T 0

l ¼grlc ^ Tl ¼ H3ðidfÞrlg: (23Þ

Ef ¼ ðE1; E2Þ is the original encryption of Ks in mf and
H3ðidfÞrl is the linkage token in mf . pft serves as the evi-
dence that DS includes the same decryption key in both Ef

and Eft. Moreover, due to the proof of knowledge of rl, DS
also links this response to the stored mf on the blockchain
storage. Note that, the above proof contains a hash for mcon

when generating a challenge using ZKP. DS sendsmcon and
pft to the marketing contract. The contract checks the consis-
tency between the data item, the file request and theDS con-
firmation message and the validity of pft. Note that, E1; E2

and, Tl are stored on the blockchain located by idf . If all
checks pass, the contract accepts the confirmationmessage.

(3) TP Verification & Confirmation:
If TP does not receive the confirmation from DS after a

certain time when its file request is accepted on the contract,
TP can cancel the data request and get the deposit back.

If TP receives a confirmation message from DS on the
contract, TP can retrieve mcon to get Eft. TP can get gKs by
decrypting Eft using skt, where skt is the private key of pkt,
and can decrypt the file AESðFileÞ using the key H2ðgKsÞ.
There are two cases:

(a) If the decrypted file matches the original description,
TP can send ðsid; idf ; idt; payÞ to the marketing contract. The
contract will check the message sender is the same with that
in the data request message and the ðsid; idf ; idtÞ matches. If
the check passes, the contract transfers part of the deposit of
TP to addr ofDS and the rest of the deposit to CS. Then, the
data request with session id sid is finalized.

(b) TP can send a complain message to SA if the
decrypted file content File does not match the description
DF . SA checks the consistency between the complain mes-
sage, data item, data request, and theDS confirmation. If all
checks pass, it means that TP gets the encrypted file and
decryption key as DS committed. In this case, SA decrypts
Ef using their distributed ElGamal decryption keys [51]. SA
assesses the file content based on the file description DF .
After the offline checks, each Si sends a voting message to
the marketing contract and a conclusion can be drawn from
the majority of the voting messages. If the complain is valid,
the contract transfers Ct back to TP , marks the data request
as finalized, and marks the data item as invalid. Otherwise,
the contract transfers deposit of TP to addr of DS and CS,
and marks the data request as finalized.

If DS sends a valid response to the contract but does not
receive a confirmation or complain after a time period, SA
or CS can send ðsid; idf ; idt; payÞ to the contract. The con-
tract checks the consistency between the data request and
the received message, and if TP does not send a confirma-
tion or complain timely based on the current block time and
the block time when DS confirmation is recoded on the
blockchain. If the check passes, the contract will transfer the
deposit of TP to addr of DS and CS, and marks the data
request as finalized.

Remarks. (1) ZKP technique is used to prove the knowl-
edge of anonymous credentials and the linkage token, which
makes it computationally infeasible for an efficient adversary
without DS secret key or the linkage token to forge DS
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messages. Moreover, CS is motivated to conduct correct
operations with incentives in the data marketing contract; (2)
CS, TP and SA are assigned with valid membership to com-
municate withBC. Therefore, we omit the details of message
authentications and consistency checks forCS, TP and SA in
our trading protocol; (3) The ZKP proof pft is used to pub-
licly prove that DS provides the same encrypted Ks in the
data confirmation as that in the data listing. Alternatively,
DS can only provide the encryption (Eft) of Ks under pkt
with a proof. TP decrypts Eft to get Ks and verifies the
decryption of AESðFileÞ, which changes the public verifi-
ability of the key encryption to the local verifiability. Later, in
case of disputes, TP can generate a verifiable decryption of
Ef for SA’s assessments.

Discussions. (1) We do not consider an assessment of file
content by SA as the break of data confidentiality. However,
to prevent TP from arbitrarily making complaints about the
data content, SA can enforce countermeasures for failing to
make correct complaints. An alternative solution that pre-
serves partial data confidentiality against SA is to adopt the
proof-of-misbehavior protocol in [13]. While it is efficient to
assess the integrity of a file via circuits, it is a non-trial task to
assess the content of a file in an efficient and privacy-reserv-
ing manner; (2) DS can periodically update data listings
with new (short-lived) encryption keys and listing tokens.
Moreover, side chains (private channels) can be imple-
mented in the consortium blockchain, where on-chain data
access can only be restricted to specific participants; (3) In
the data trading, we require DS to generate anonymous
transactions to a consortium blockchain. Similar designs can
be found in Hyperledger Fabric [52]. For the DS confirma-
tion transaction, we simplify the proof knowledge of anony-
mous credential with a simple linkage token. Our designs do
require modifications of signature verifications in a consor-
tium blockchain; (4) We use a linkage token and the ZKP to
build linkage between later messages of DS and the first
data listing message. The reason is that DS is not willing to
share the linkage secret. An alternative solution is to require
DS to prove knowledge of its secret key on a basename in
each message [53]; (5) We adopt a key derivation function by
encrypting the file encryption key with an ElGamal encryp-
tion. Advanced (but complex) key encryption and derivation
functions can be used [54] for different types of files.

5.6 Tracing

Block-DM preserves the identity privacy of DS from valid
anonymous signatures in the data listing and trading. How-
ever, DS may not always behave correctly especially if no
accountability is pursued under the anonymity. In Block-
DM, we consider the following two cases when the identity
privacy ofDS should be removed:

(a) CS detects that DS sends incorrect file and descrip-
tions compared with the digest in mf on the marketing
contract. That is, Hf 6¼ Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ, where Hf 2
mf; ðAESðFileÞ; DF Þ 2 mc. Note that, if TP later detectsHf 6¼
Hðidf jjAESðFileÞjjDF Þ in a confirmed data item, it is consid-
ered as the misconduct of CS. (b) TP detects that the content
of the file does not match the decryptionDF . Note that there
can be other cases where DS should be traced, which needs
case-by-case decisions from SA. For example, pfs is valid but
pf is not valid in the data listing.

The first case can be easily detected with the authenti-
cated communication among CS and DS. Please refer to
Section 5.4.(2) for details. CS can send the evidence of DS
misbehavior to SA. SA verifies the validity of the evidence
and randomly selects a set of supervising nodes to open the
anonymous signature of DS. For the second case, the con-
tent assessment can be conducted by SA using the majority-
voting method in the TP complain process.

If any of the above cases are confirmed, SA starts the trac-
ing procedures with a valid anonymous signature ðp0

1;p
0
2Þ 2

pfs. A set of t supervising nodes, SOt, conduct the following
operations:

(1) For each DS with ids and a secret share ðEj;1; Ej;2Þ for
Sj 2 SOt, Sj computes Oj;ids as follows:

Oj;ids ¼ eðp0
1; Ej;2=E

pskj
j;1 Þ: (24)

Sj sets Oj ¼ fids; Oj;idsg for all registered DS, and broad-
casts Oj to all other openers in SOt via a secure broadcast
channel.

(2) When receiving opening credentials from t supervis-
ing nodes, a supervising node in SOt can open the signature
ðp0

1;p
0
2Þ. Specifically, the supervising node computes �i ¼

Q

Sj2SOtnSi j=ðj� iÞ. Then, for each valid ids in its storage,
the supervising node checks the following equations until a
match is found

H0ðidsÞ ¼ ðm0; hÞ;
eðp0

1;
~XA

~Y m0
A;2Þ

Y

Sj2SOt

O
�j
j;ids

¼? eðp0
2; ~gÞ: (25Þ

Finally, the true identity of the misbehaving user is recov-
ered by opening nodes. Countermeasures, such as revocation
of the user from the system, can be enforced.

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

6.1 Distributed Anonymous Credential

We utilize the sign-randomize-prove paradigm of the group
signature technique from multi-signer PS signature [42],
[45], [55]. Specifically, a set of supervising nodes blindly sign
on the DS-chosen gsks to generate a credential pA. To prove
validity of the credential, DS first randomizes pA, and then
proves knowledge of sks;m

0 for the randomized p0
A. In the

distributed setting, the security properties of such a para-
digm can be categorized by the following three notions:

n-out-of-n Issuance. A credential pA is valid iff n supervis-
ing nodes collaboratively sign on hsks . The credential issu-
ance process is secure and correct due to the following
reasons: First, the signing keys of SA are generated individu-
ally and proven correct publicly. Unless the secret signing
keys of the supervising nodes are leaked to an adversary, the
adversary cannot efficiently forge a valid aggregated PS sig-
nature on sks [42], [45]. Second, after obtaining the signature
on sks from n supervising nodes,DS can use the aggregated
verification key evk to ensure the correctness of the signature.
Any individual signature can also be verified using the veri-
fication algorithm.

Anonymity. This property ensures that DS can prove
valid credential in the data marketing without revealing its
true identity. The property requires two folds: First, in the
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credential issuance phase, DS constructs a blinded element
Hs of sks for SA to sign. A efficient cannot extract sks fromHs.
Second, with a valid credential pA, DS can prove sks using
the ZKP technique. Particularly, DS chooses a random num-
ber r to randomize the original credential pA. After the cre-
dential randomization, DS runs a non-interactive ZKP
protocol to prove the knowledge of sks and m0 following the
verification of the aggregated MPS signature in Equ. 4. With
the randomization and the ZKP, sks andm0 are kept secret in
the proof of knowledge of the signature. Therefore, the true
identity information of a user from an anonymous signature
cannot be recovered by an efficient adversary unless a tracing
operation is conducted for the signature.

t-out-of-n Openness. This property ensures that any valid
anonymous signature from a credential pA can later be
opened to a registered user when a threshold number of
supervising nodes correctly compute Oj. The security of the
threshold openness requires two folds. First, a verifiable
secret share of sks is generated in the credential issuance
phase, that are essentially an ElGamal encryption of the
shares of Y sks

A;1 over the MPS public verification key YA;1. The
public shares are proven valid and consistent with Hsks via
the ZKP technique. Due to the security of the PVSS scheme,
the supervising nodes only sign on Hs if the shares are cor-
rectly computed. Second, an efficient adversary cannot
forge a valid MPS signature [45]. Moreover, an efficient
adversary cannot forge a valid anonymous signature that
opens to a registered user without knowing the correspond-
ing secret key [45]. Once conditions for opening the creden-
tial are met, Block-DM guarantees that a valid signature can
be opened if at least t-out-of-n supervising nodes correctly
decrypt the encrypted shares in Equ. 24 and the opening
authority correctly computes Equ. 25, which is correct from
the Shamir’s secret sharing technique [46].

6.2 Blockchain Security

Block-DM utilizes the consortium blockchain as a secure
provenance ledger of the data marketing process on CS.
That is, the blockchain controls the state transitions of the
data marketing contract with the following properties [16],
[24]: (1) Distributed consensus. The supervising nodes who
maintain the blockchain can reach a consistent view of led-
ger states; (2) Trusted state transition: State transitions of
the data marketing contract should be publicly verifiable
and a valid state change can be efficiently (timely) updated
on the blockchain.

Distributed consensus is achieved with the secure con-
sensus protocols of the consortium blockchain [56]. State
transitions of the contract are conducted by sending and
verifying the transactions of contract calls. Due to the dis-
tributed consensus, the function calls are verified by the
supervising nodes. Once valid states are confirmed and
stored on the blockchain, it cannot be maliciously changed
since the state history is securely chained together via hash
functions.

6.3 Consortium Management

The “right to be informed” and “right to agree/object” of
DS over the cloud-based data marketing requires three
folds. First, DS encrypts data and uploading corresponding

information mf to BC before sending them to CS. Due to
the security of the ElGamal encryption, a party without the
decryption key cannot decrypt the data, which gives DS the
control over the data access. However, re-shares of the data
by TP after obtaining access is out of scope of this paper.
Second, the data requests of TP are notified to DS by
the marketing contract for confirmations in a transparent
manner. DS can review the purpose of data usage and only
grant access (decryption key) to TP if DS approves the data
usage. Third, DS proves knowledge of sks and rl when list-
ing the data. Then, DS includes the session id, file id, TP
identity when proving knowledge of rl in the data trading.
This ensures that the confirmation and data listing messages
are from the same DS and the confirmation message is
intended for a specific data request unless rl is leaked.

Identity privacy of DS is achieved from the security
of the distributed anonymous credential as discussed in
Section 6.1.

6.4 Executable Fairness

There are three fairness requirements in Section 3.2.
For the first requirement, the designedmarketing protocol

requires TP to make deposit when sending the file request to
the contract and the deposit are frozen before DS sends an
encrypted decryption key to TP [13]. Subsequently, when
TP sends a positive confirmation, the deposit is transferred
toCS andDS. In case of a purposely delay of a payment con-
firmation from TP , the marketing contract can transfer TP ’s
deposit toCS andDS after a certain timewhen TP receives a
confirmation message from DS but does not respond. TP
cannot deny receiving the confirmation message since the
communications happen on the blockchain.

For the second requirement, it is important to verify the
‘correctness’ of the received data by TP . As we introduce
the CS as a data management unit, our design rationales are
as follows:

(1) DS generates ‘commitments’ for data items to be
stored on BC. The proof pf is the commitment of the
decryption key and the hash Hf is the digest of a file identi-
fier, an encrypted file and a file description. The proof pfs is
to ensure that the data item listed on the blockchain is from
an anonymous but authenticated DS. The proof pft is to
build an efficient linkage between the listed data item and a
request confirmation from the sameDS.

(2) We require TP to first finish the off-chain communica-
tions with CS. More specifically, TP retries mc from CS and
verifies the correctness of Hf . After that, TP can make data
requests, receive request confirmations, and make payments
on the blockchain, which are authenticated and undeniable
communications. If TP does not receive the confirmation
from the data owner after a certain time when TP makes the
request, TP can cancel the request and get back the deposit.

(3) The proofs Hf;pf ;pfs; and pft are publicly verifiable
to ensure that TP receives the exact data and decryption
keys committed by DS. However, if TP finds that the
decrypted content does not match the file description, an
investigation process can be conducted by SA.

For the third requirement of the fairness, if DS miscon-
duct is identified as discussed in Section 5.6, the true iden-
tity of DS can be recovered from the anonymous signature
due to the t-out-of-n openness of the distributed credential.
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7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

7.1 Complexity Analysis

In the following, we give numerical analysis and compari-
sons between Block-DM and the existing works in Table 1.

In the on-chain data marketing model [29], [30], [31], data
owners directly store large files on the blockchain. Therefore,
the average on-chain storage cost for each file is nF � jF ja,
where the number of full nodes in the blockchain is nF and
the average size of a file is jF ja. In Block-DM, large files are
stored off-chain with a succinct hashHf stored on the block-
chain, which results in a total nF � jHf j þ jF ja on/off-chain
storage cost. In practice, nF can be 100 in a consortium block-
chain, jF ja can be 20 MB, and Hf is only 512 bit. That is, the
storage cost in Block-DM is significantly reduced compared
with that in the on-chain storagemodel.

In the on/off-chain data marketing model, Block-DM fur-
ther considers the marketing fairness issue without assum-
ing an honest cloud server. The complexity analysis of Block-
DM is shown in Table 4. We consider cryptographic opera-
tions in themarketing process and omit all hash calculations.
E1=E2=Et are exponentiation operations in G1=G2=GT , P is a
paring operation, and AESe=AESd is the AES encryption/
decryption. From the table, we can see that Block-DM incurs
succinct overheads for marketing participants. From our
experiments in the following sections, we notice that on-
chain response time to confirm a transaction is much more
expensive than off-chain computation time. Compared with
existing works, Block-DM requires only 2 transactions for
honest participants to finish an instance of datamarketing.

7.2 Off-Chain Overheads

We implement and test the computation overheads for the
off-chain operations on a laptop with a 2.30 GHz processor
and 8 GB memories. We use the Java Pairing Based Cryp-
tography (JPBC) with type F pairing (BN curve) for crypto-
graphic operations. We set the threshold t to be equal to the
number of supervising nodes n and test the computation
time by changing n from 2 to 10. We omit the cost of hash to
point and hash of messages in generating ZKP.

We adopt a modular strategy to analyze the off-chain
overheads. In the registration, DS needs to verifiably share
a self-chosen secret with supervising nodes. As a result, the
computational cost for DS linearly increases with the num-
ber of supervising nodes in Fig. 5a. For the credential verifi-
cation, it costs around 300 ms in total (aggregation of all
signatures and verification of the aggregated signature) as
shown in Fig. 5b. For SA, the verification cost of all DS
shares linearly increases as shown in Fig. 5a. At the same
time, the computation time for a single supervising node to
generate a signature remains very low as shown in Fig. 5b.

For the data listing and trading, the core cryptographic
overheads are the generation and verification of three
proofs pf ;pfs; and pft, which are shown in Fig. 6a. By com-
parisons, pfs is more expensive due to the use of pairing
operations. However, since the data marketing is not a
time-sensitive application, a certain amount of delay can be
tolerated.

We further test the hash and encryption/decryption oper-
ations on files with different sizes. We use the JAVA native
implementation of SHA-512 hash function and AES-256
encryption1. Based on the previous results in the experi-
ments, we measure the main computation costs for CS (veri-
fications of hash of the file, pf and pfs) and DS (generations
of an AES key, pf and pfs, compute a hash and an AES
encryption of the file) in the data listing and for TP (verifica-
tions of hash of the file and (optional) proofs pf ;pfs;pft, and
decryption of the file) in the data trading. In Fig. 6b, the com-
putation overheads linearly increasewith the size of the files.
In our experiments, the benchmark for the AES-256 on JAVA
SE 1.8 is 12 MB/s for the encryption and 16.8 MB/s for the
decryption. For a larger file, it can be divided into different
file blocks. Specifically, an 1GB file requires roughly 85 sec-
onds for encryption and 61 seconds for the decryption.

7.3 On-Chain Overheads

For on-chain overheads, since we only upload succinct file
digests and proofs onto the blockchain, themainly expensive
on-chain operation is the verification of proofs pf ;pfs,
and pft. Therefore, we thoroughly implement and test the
verifications of the three proofs on a real-world consortium
blockchain network. We set up a Hyperledger Fabric [16]
blockchain network on the same laptop, which consists of an
orderer running the Raft consensus protocol and a few peer
nodes. To support crypto operations in the JAVA-based
chaincode, we include JPBC [57] into the chaincode depen-
dencies. To ensure all peers instantiate the same elliptic
groups, we include the same curve parameters into the JPBC

TABLE 4
Computational Complexity

Data Listing Data Trading

DS 11E1 þ 2Et þ 2P þAESe 12E1

TP 4E1 þAESd

CS 2E1

BC 7E1 þ 4Et þ 4P 14E1

Fig. 5. Preliminary overheads.

Fig. 6. Off-chain computational overheads.

1. https://github.com/mkyong/core-java/tree/master/java-crypto
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jar files. For other parameters, such as generators and verifi-
cation keys, we directly code them as byte arrays in the
chaincode.

The verification of pf ;pfs and pft is written as a chaincode
function. All proofs are generated off-chain and sent to the
function for on-chain verifications. All peer nodes in the
blockchain network install and approve the contract package
and commit the package in the same channel. More specifi-
cally, we use the “peer chaincode invoke” to call the verifica-
tion function and measure the time difference between
sending the function call and receiving a response from the
blockchain. We run experiments multiple times with the
same blockchain network configurations. In Fig. 7, it takes
from 5 to 9 seconds to receive a response for a function call.
The most expensive verification of pfs takes around 8 sec-
onds. However, compared with the running time shown in
Fig. 6a, the response time is mainly decided by the block-
chain consensus protocol and network status.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a transparent data market-
ing architecture with the cloud as a data management unit
and the consortium blockchain as a reliable controller.
Block-DM has achieved the consortium management and
the executable fairness in the cloud-based marketing model
with a distributed committee. Thorough security analysis
and experimental results have shown that Block-DM is both
secure and practical. The comprehensive design and evalua-
tion of Block-DM under privacy requirements may shed
light on further research of regulation-compliant data man-
agement. In the future, we will explore verifiable data proc-
essing at the cloud under privacy regulations.
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